
Discovery
Bible Method

Making Bible Study Mission-Minded



Heb 4:12 For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than 

any twoedged sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and 

spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts 

and intents of the heart.13 Neither is there any creature that is not 

manifest in his sight: but all things are naked and opened unto the 

eyes of him with whom we have to do.



The Concept of Bible Study “Planting”

Planting Bible studies extends 
your church’s reach into smaller 
communities, neighborhoods 
and workplaces.
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The Concept of Bible Study “Planting”

Planting Bibles studies makes 
owning the mission tangible and 
accountable to church members.



The Concept of Bible Study “Planting”

Planting Bible studies prepares 
growing leaders to become 
shepherds.3
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The Concept of Bible Study “Planting”

Planting Bibles studies prepares 
people to plant churches.
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What do we mean when we say “bible study”?
• People discussing their view of a passage (potential for opinion and 
conjecture).
• People focusing on prayer and fellowship (potential to neglect study 
of scripture).
• People studying books/commentaries about the bible (potential to 
neglect authority of God’s word).
• People studying and preparing alone then delivering what they 
learned (potential to neglect the lost).
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What is discovery bible method?
An expository study method done in a small group that 
promotes:

• Emphasis on learning bible exposition
• Encourages people that the scripture can be easily understood.
• Naturally teaches bible study principles and habits.
• Promotes small group Biblical counseling (accountability).
• Builds leaders that teach and train.
• Small Group Evangelism
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Discovery How-to
PREPARE THE PASSAGE

• Study the passage for yourself.
• Dissect the passage in advance and “chunk” the 

thoughts.
• Pray that God would reveal himself in your group.
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Discovery How-to
READ THE PASSAGE

• Each person in the group reads it silently to 
themselves.
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Discovery How-to
READ THE PASSAGE

• Each person in the group reads it silently to 
themselves.
• The group reads one verse per person going 
around the group until the whole passage has been 
read.
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Discovery How-to
UNCOVER THE THEME

• Ask the group what the “central idea” is and have 
them support that with a verse or pattern of verses.
• Encourage people to participate immediately.

Eph 4:29 Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your 
mouth, but that which is good to the use of edifying, that it 
may minister grace unto the hearers.
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Discovery How-to
DISSECTION

• Using the “chunked” passage, allow the small 
group to discuss each section.
• The facilitator MUST be ready to ask questions 
that provoke people to study.
• Allow people to use their concordance, treasury 
scripture knowledge, etc.
• Use this time as a platform for modeling bible 
study principles
• Encourage note taking and question asking.
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• When you have worked through the passage, end 
by asking: What are you personally going to 
take away from the passage? 5



Discovery How-to
TAKE-AWAYS

• When you have worked through the passage, end 
by asking: What are you personally going to 
take away from the passage?
• Activate the application by praying.
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Bible studies are only evangelical if…
• we want them to be (prayer)
• We invite the lost
• WE Open the word of god 
• we express Christ’s love


